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Abstract. Forking is the creation of a new software project by making a copy of
artefacts from another project. Forking is gaining traction in industry because of
the maturity of distributed version control systems and the abundance of open
source software (OSS) and hosting platforms that support forking. However,
forking in OSS is a poorly understood practice in research, often assumed to be
damaging to the open source community. This research aims to explore social
forking. It uses a conceptual model for forking centring on three key concepts forks (i.e. created projects), communities (i.e. groups of forks) and contributions
(i.e. changes contributed from a forked project to the project from which its artefacts were copied) - to empirically analyse nine public domain JavaScript development communities in GitHub, a web site for hosting social coding. The
analysis examined the relationships of these communities, the nature of forking,
and the way in which forking and contributions were used in a social setting.
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Introduction

The open source software (OSS) initiative has provided an invaluable source of learning for the software industry, running counter to many existing theories and explanations [20], and offering practices and characteristics in contrast to commercial software development. While much of the open source landscape has been explored – in
terms of participants’ motivations [8], social and technical characteristics of projects,
management issues, legal issues, adoption and business models – a changing technological milieu is likely to offer new opportunities for learning, as it nudges the open
source community in subtle but interesting ways. This is because OSS development,
as a geographically distributed and asynchronous process, is largely mediated by
Internet technologies such as mailing lists, wikis, bug trackers and version control
systems [1] – which, as with any technology, evolve over time.
Distributed revision control systems (DRCS) [13] provide the infrastructure and
platforms for hosting OSS projects. DRCS, as distinct from the traditional, centralised
revision control systems, enable the sharing of code between peers without communi-

cating through a central server [9]. These platforms encourage developers to fork each
other’s projects [4] – that is, to copy and publish an OSS’s code from repositories
owned and maintained by others to make changes. These changes can be promoted to
the original OSS (e.g. as enhancements) or used to manifest it into a different OSS.
The social phenomenon of forking refers to the heedful interaction of members in an
OSS community, via forking, in driving the advancement of the OSS.
We do believe that forking has its importance and practicality in OSS development. It, however, has received mixed reception in the literature and which is often
contingent on anecdotes and conjecture [4]. The lack of interest in and in-depth research on this topic also stems from the fact that forking in OSS is considered to be
unlikely to occur [15]. This brings us to our research question:
How is forking utilised to facilitate OSS development?
This research serves as a first step towards improving the understanding of forking
in OSS and hopefully fuelling research in this direction for the benefit of OSS development by online communities. This paper is organised as follows. A review of the
literature is given in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe our proposed conceptual
model for social forking as a way to explain its key concepts. Section 4 presents our
research methodology to empirically examine a web site that facilitates forking and
OSS development, using our conceptual model as a guide. Section 5 provides our
results and Section 6 presents our conclusions and a discussion of future work.
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Literature Review

Forking is the creation of a new software project from the same code base as another
[4] by anyone, with or without the knowledge or consent of the creator of the original
project, as unlike commercial software licences OSS grants the right for anyone to
access, modify and redistribute source code [14]. The definitions of forking vary subtly in emphasis. It can be merely seen as the splitting up of an OSS project into two or
more projects which are then developed separately. [17]. Sometimes forking is
weighed in with dire consequences. It is regarded as the splitting up of an OSS project
into competitive [2] and incompatible [5] strands of OSS. Nevertheless, forking fosters the code base of an existing OSS to be moved in a different direction than that of
its erstwhile project leadership [4].
It has been claimed there is a strong taboo against forking [5]. It is believed that
forking divides an OSS community by weakening both user and developer involvement [11]. Projects forked from another dilute the attention of end users of OSS, the
user base of the original project and the support network around it. They also starve
the original project of developers, who need to split their effort for different forked
projects [11]. Forks are also seen as a band aid solution for technical disagreements
and interpersonal conflicts that cannot be resolved in the forking project [6]. Thus,
leaders within an OSS community strive to directly resolve those issues within the
forking project so as to reduce the need for forks [11].

Forking is seen to distance developers of an OSS community from the original project from which forks were created (i.e. the forking project) and make them lose interest in the project [11]. There is also the potential for duplication of effort in different
forks, and rivalry among developers (e.g. claiming their forks are superior) [3]. A
developer might face the loss of their reputation since (s)he is unlikely to contribute to
multiple forks as well as the forking project and claim the credit for all his/her effort
[5, 15]. Even when a developer can make modifications in a fork for a good cause,
(s)he can feel a sense of rejection when modifications are but declined(?) by administrators of the forking project [7].
Forking has been touted as a danger to OSS development and its adoption [12]
since forking has the potential for fragmenting the design into competing [2] and incompatible versions [5]. Whilst it is easy to create forks, the number of forks for a
project, and hence variants of it, can explode, leading to a loss of commonality [7],
the original intent and main characteristics of the software produced from the forking
project.
On the positive side, forking permits specialisation of OSS for different needs [10].
For example, parties in an OSS community may use forking to extend or customise a
standard implemented in the OSS to their advantage [19]. The OSS in a forked project
can also evolve separately from the project from which it was forked to satisfy new
requirements [4]. New features are experimentally developed in forks independently
of the OSS from the original project. Variants of the OSS (e.g. for Apple iPhone vs.
for Android) from the original project can also be developed in a fork. Hence, forking
is also regarded as a source of innovation [2].
In an OSS development environment, an individual has some freedom to fork a
project and choose to work on whatever part of the OSS suits his/her interest, agendas
and approaches [11, 16], irrespective of time and geographical constraints. Forking
also provides developers leeway in exploring alternatives for OSS [16]. Developers
can also work at a fast pace without being bogged down by the bureaucracy of consensus-driven processes that manage changes [10]. When developers work on different forks, they have the opportunity to compete with one another by developing the
OSS solution of best interest to their OSS community.
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A Conceptual Model for Social Forking

To facilitate our investigation, we firstly define a conceptual model for social forking
and its terminology. Forking is the task of creating a new software project from existing artefacts of another software project. Artefacts are not limited to source code.
They can be anything related to the software that a project aims to develop, such as
documentation, examples, test harnesses and third party libraries. The forked project
(or simply the fork) can be used for enhancement, bug fixes, innovation and so on. A
fork and the one from which it is forked forms a successor-predecessor relationship.
A developer of a fork has a vested interest in the original project from which it was
forked but the owner of the original project may not necessarily be aware of the forks
created and their development activities.

When changes are made to the original project, the underlying DRCS notifies coders of its forked projects about the changes. They may then review the changes and
incorporate them as an update to their forks as at their own pace, without any involvement of the owner of the original project. The social aspect of forking comes
into play when social interaction occurs in order for a successor fork to make contributions [3] to a predecessor fork. In a simple case, a coder who has forked a project
makes changes to it, notifies the owner of the predecessor project of the changes and
interacts with the owner by exchanging comments about the changes. The owner then
incorporates the changes into the predecessor project.
Forking is utilised at two layers of abstraction: endogenous and exogenous. Endogenous forking occurs within a community of social developers who work on forks
for the same software product line. For instance, one creates a fork to enhance an
existing feature of a software product. A fork tree for forks in a community can be
represented as a tree structure. At the top of the tree is the master fork of the community from which all forks are created. Primary forks are those directly created from
the master fork. Likewise, secondary forks are those created for primary forks.
Exogenous forking refers to the creation of forks across communities of social developers. Through exogenous forking, import and export relationships are established
across community borders. In the former, a copy of a master fork in one community is
imported into a master fork in another community. It can be used for bringing a copy
of a third-party library into another project for creating a new software product. This
import operation decouples activities of coders in one community from the other. The
coders in the new community work with a baseline version or snapshot of the master
fork, while those in the original community continue to evolve its master fork. Note
also that the import operation only brings in whatever artefacts are required for the
importing community. A more complex form of exogenous forking is to import forks
from multiple communities into another community.
In an export relationship, artefacts in community B are purported to be an add-on
or plug-in feature to artefacts in community A. Artefacts in B are essentially decoupled from those in B; the runtime code produced from artefacts in B can be run independently of those produced from A and vice versa. This independence also distinguishes between export and import relationships.
A fork is to a fork tree what a branch is to a version tree for version control systems in which branches are created for auxiliary tasks to be carried out [18]. Auxiliary
tasks include performing fixes, distributed development, custom modification, dealing
with conflicting updates [18]. Although both a fork tree and a version tree (as well as
their artefacts) are structured similarly and managed under version control, a fork tree
is differentiated from a version tree in a few ways:
 A fork can be used to initiate a separate strand of independent development for a
new OSS. Unlike those in a branch, changes made in the fork need not be promoted to its predecessor;
 A fork can be created from only a subset of the artefacts from its predecessor
whereas in a branching operation, a whole copy of a project’s artefacts is made into
its branch; and

 A fork can be created from two or more predecessors, thereby bringing features
from different predecessors. A branch can only have one predecessor.
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Research Methodology

A three-step empirical study was carried out to examine the phenomenon of social
forking using our conceptual model as an analysis framework. In step 1, we chose and
examined Github (https://github.com/) since it is one of the top websites based on the
number of OSS development projects hosted1. We started our search for communities
(i.e. software repositories in Github) using JavaScript programming language since
JavaScript was the most popular in GitHub (20%) and it might also increase our
chance of finding exogenous forking. We then narrowed our selection to those with
the highest number of forks which was indicative of a high level of social activities
and a rich source of forking data. In step 2, we developed and ran a tool against each
of the software repositories identified to extract data from them via GitHub’s public
APIs (which are RESTful Web Services); to transform extracted data into a format
based on our conceptual model; and to load the transformed data into a relational
database. In step 3, the empirical data loaded in the database were explored to identify
patterns of social forking. Our analysis of the results is presented next.
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Results

The top nine JavaScript development communities hosted by Github having the highest numbers of forks were selected and used in our empirical analysis in November
2011. We investigated the relationships of the communities by examining their documentation and the files in their repositories. The communities exhibit import and export relationships and there are two variants in the former. In one case a full copy of
the artefacts from community A is imported into community B whereas in the other
case only a subset of the artefacts from A were imported into B. Fig. 1 depicts the
analysed communities and their relationships. The number labelled alongside each
relationship instance represents the number of integration contributions made to a
community as a result of maintaining the import/export relationships. This is further
elaborated, together with the analysis of results for contributions, in Section 5.1.
5.1

Forks

All the communities we investigated had forks created at the primary and secondary
levels, with two having forks at the tertiary level. Of the (7789) primary forks examined, 3.2% of them were used to create secondary forks and about the same ratio were
used for the secondary forks. These figures are indicative that sub-communities were
formed within the communities, which means developers participated in developing
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_open_source_software_hosting_facilities

features in the primary forks through their secondary forks. We observed that some
primary forks were created to develop brand new innovations in the community based
on their respective master forks, but were not necessarily intended to be incorporated
into their masters. For instance, “nodejsjp/node” is a primary fork for “joyent/node”
for the purpose of developing a Japanese version of “joyent/node”. Indeed, these forks
in conjunction with their successor forks formed sub-communities.
Of all the primary forks created, only 14% offered contributions to their respective
master forks (11% for secondary to primary forks). A possible explanation for the
high ratio of non-contributing forks (86% for primary and 89% for secondary) is that
their developers were using forks to learn or experiment with the OSS’s features only.
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Fig. 1. Reviewed communities and their relationships

5.2

Contributions

The kinds of contributions made to each fork in the fork tree can be seen as a reflection of the ways in which their successor forks were used in each community. We
analysed the titles and descriptions of over two thousand contributions and identified
keywords which we subsequently used to categorise the contributions as defect
fixes(43%), code enhancement(12%), documentation(7%), integration(2%), example
enhancement(2%) and changes to test code and documentation(1%). The rest could
not be categorised because of insufficient information. The integration category is
triggered by the import relationship between two communities. For instance, when
new features are added to artefacts in one community, they may also require import to
the community that imported the original version of these artefacts. The artefacts in
the latter community may also require changes to its artefacts in order to utilise the
new features imported from the former community.
Of the contributions analysed from over one thousand contributing forks, the contribution rates (i.e. number of contributions divided by number of contributing forks)
were 2.3 and 2.5 for contributing primary and secondary forks respectively. Note that
contributions have the potential to be propagated further up the fork tree. This was
evident from one case found during our examination of the contribution logs. A sec-

ondary fork (“flavaflav/jquery-mobile”) produced a contribution to its primary fork
(“arsduo/jquery-mobile”) and the changes associated with that contribution were
packaged as yet another contribution which was subsequently incorporated into the
master fork (“jquery/jquery-mobile”).
5.3

Users

Close to seven thousand developers created about eight thousand forks in the OSS
communities analysed. We discovered some interesting behaviour of forking. In an
extreme case one developer created forks in eight out of the nine communities analysed (i.e. working on projects in multi-communities). Six developers individually
created more than one fork in the same community. This could be because each of
these developers was using several forks to work on different parts of an OSS. 16% of
developers made contributions to their OSS communities and from which we also
identified some interesting behaviour of contribution. 5% of these developers made
contributions to more than one community, with the top eight having made contributions to three communities. The most active developer made one hundred and fortythree contributions! The OSS community most attracted to contributions was
jquery/jquery in which each developer created 3.3 contributions on average.
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Conclusions, Limitations and Future Work

There has been a lack of critical studies into forking in OSS. In the literature there
is a debate about whether or not forking should be used; some contend it as damaging
to OSS development whilst some advocate its benefits to OSS communities and the
OSS developed. To improve on this lack of knowledge about forking, we empirically
investigated nine OSS communities from GitHub to gain an initial understanding of
how it was used to facilitate OSS development in a social setting. It shows that forking was actively used by community participants for tasks such as fixing defects and
creating innovations. “Forks of forks” were also utilised to form sub-communities
within which specific aspects of an OSS product line were nurtured.
Since our study is in its infancy, we limited our analysis to one OSS hosting website, one programming language and nine communities, which poses validity threats
to our findings. We thus plan to expand our study with additional web sites hosting
OSS development (e.g. SourceForge, BitBucket, Gitorious) and interviews with OSS
communities’ members to gain better understanding of their perspectives on social
forking. The excitement around social forking combined with our research to date will
hopefully invigorate future research in this area and increase its uptake in practice.
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